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Advanced skin care science and next generation laser technology will help give you noticeably improved smooth, supple, and youthful skin!




-ICONIC MEDICAL SKIN & LASER CENTER



Advanced skin care science and next generation laser technology will help give you noticeably improved smooth, supple, and youthful skin!



-ICONIC MEDICAL SKIN & LASER CENTER,

the premier Michigan laser center








Welcome to Iconic Medical Skin & Laser Center, where your beauty and well-being are our top priorities. Discover the perfect harmony of science and luxury as we provide you with safe and effective beauty treatments tailored to your unique needs.

Indulge in a world-class experience that rejuvenates your mind, body, and spirit, all under the expert care of our highly trained medical professionals. With a commitment to excellence and a passion for enhancing natural beauty, we are dedicated to helping you look and feel your absolute best.

Why settle for anything less than perfection? Our cutting-edge treatments harness the latest advancements in medical aesthetics to deliver exceptional results. From skin rejuvenation and anti-aging solutions to body contouring and laser treatments, we offer a comprehensive range of services that address all your beauty concerns.
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IPL Laser Skin Renewal                
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At Iconic, your safety is paramount. Our medical spa adheres to the highest standards of hygiene and sterilization protocols, ensuring a clean and sterile environment. You can trust in our FDA-approved treatments and state-of-the-art equipment, knowing that your well-being is in capable hands.

Experience true pampering and relaxation in our serene and luxurious spa setting. Unwind in our tranquil oasis, where every visit is a blissful escape from the stresses of everyday life. Our warm and friendly staff will make you feel right at home, providing personalized attention and guidance throughout your journey towards radiance.

Ready to take the first step towards a more beautiful you? Book an appointment with us today and embark on a transformative experience. Our dedicated team will work closely with you to understand your goals, design a customized treatment plan, and ensure that every visit exceeds your expectations.

Join the ranks of our satisfied clients who have discovered the transformative power Iconic Medical Skin & Laser Center. Embrace your inner beauty and let us unlock your true radiance. Your journey towards self-care, confidence, and a rejuvenated appearance begins here.
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Dr.Patel is really sweet!! I was very insecure about the scar on my forehead, she was very personal and guided me to finally get that scar removed from my forehead!!I love how she takes time and does everything professionally!! Love the spirit!!, hope you grow big!!!
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Dr. Patel is an wonderful doctor.  She does an amazing job with Botox, facial sanding for removing acne scars and her laser treatments are life changing as well.  I have had so many acne scars and they are basically gone thanks to Dr. Patel.  She also has removed stretch marks as well.  I highly recommend going to her for at least a free consultation so you can see what she has to offer.  She has been using the 1540 icon laser since 2012 and has more experience with this laser then most doctors.
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Oh my goodness!
I am beyond pleased with my results! Dr.Patel was friendly, professional and provided amazing results with my keloid removal ! I will definitely be back for more cosmetic treatments! She even included unlimited laser scar removal sessions as needed!
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I had an excellent experience at iconic medical skin and laser center. I went in to get a couple moles removed and everything went well. Dr.Patel was friendly and reassuring. I was in and out, but not rushed and the procedure was quick and painless.
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I was very nervous about getting any procedures done so I had alot of questions.  Not only was Dr.  Patel patient with all my questions but she was very knowledgeable and made me feel very secure about my decision to get botox.  I have seen other peoples botox and didnt want to look 'frozen', however,  my husband didnt even kno I had something done.. He just kept telling me how good I looked! Lol Im definitely a regular patient.
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If you are looking for a doctor who can transform any flaw from large to small, I highly recommend Dr. Patel!
For the last few years I have been going for botox treatments to fix my "11" lines that made me look unapproachable and angry all the time, she has also helped my mother in law with botox and a non-surgical face lift (plasma) and we went a few days ago to get botox and filler, Dr. Patel takes all the time she needs to make sure your results are exactly what you want and always makes sure we have left happy EVERY-TIME! Her prices are great, the staff is friendly and helps from start to finish whether it be getting you a coffee while you wait or just sitting next to you for support, I will never go anywhere else my trust is right here! Don't miss out on the amazing results and specials!
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I got an email for the 3 for me that claimed to improve dull and dry skin .. and I realized that that was exactly my issue.  Every time I looked in the mirror I felt like I looked tired and worn out .. Makeup just wasn't going on well...   I kept trying to put on heavy moisturizer, but that wasn't addressing the issue.   After a summer of being out in the sun and wind, poor nutrition, and now the dryness of fall, I really ended up with just layers of dull skin and redness, inflammation etc.  Basically no glow. 

I decided to go in for a consult and she did a couple of zaps with the laser and it was really tolerable ... I have a very very low pain tolerance so I was scared.  We numbed my face and neck for about 45 minutes and then the treatment started.  No pain whatsoever.  We started with the photo rejuvenation treatment - that addresses red spots - oh and the few age spots that I'm starting to develop....  then we switched to the 2nd laser which is the resurfacing one...  this was for fine lines and stimulating new collagen and elastin that I was already starting to lose at my age.  Again, no pain ... except at the very end of the treatment, the numbing started to wear off a bit... and there are some more sensitive areas on the forehead.  So I could feel it, but it still was ok.  Like a rubber band snapping.  

After the treatment I was red and warm, not like a bad sun burn that hurts, but more like a wind burn that's tight.  That improved over the next 36 - 72 hours ... and by that 4th day I was totally normal ... for a few days I could tell surface layers of skin were shedding.  It's been almost 3 weeks now and I am already seeing the results ... I guess it takes some time for the collagen and elastin to build underneath.  The redness - I saw about 70% improvement already.   I definitely want to get 1 or 2 more treatments as she suggested.   Thanks Dr. Patel!!
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I’m very happy with my laser hair removal treatment at Iconic I highly recommend it. Great resolutes so far, might need only one or two more appointments. They have very good laser equipment and treatments are pain free!  Fair prices, friendly and professional stuff.
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Okay seriously if you need Botox this is the place to go!! I have the worst forehead lines ever! I'm sure it has to do with having 4 kids lol The doctor there did a great job! I seriously feel 10 years younger! Very cost efficient and quick too which is what I like.
I also just began to have laser hair removal and the machine she has is virtually pain free! I've gone somewhere in the past and it felt like they were burning me and I smelt like my flesh was burning. I only did 2 treatments and I quit going because it was unbearable! I highly recommend Iconic to go for your beauty needs!
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I went here to get a chemical peel and i am very impressed. it's my first one so I wasn't aware of how many chemical peels there are and what they all do. But the staff there is very knowledgeable and very helpful with that. For me it made me feel really comfortable to have somebody give me guidance about what would work best for me and how I could get great results. I'll definitely be booking another appointment, to do a red light mask I believe it's called, for acne, thank you again for all your help.
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Dr. Patel is absolutely amazing! My Botox was quick painless and worth every penny! Thank you doc!
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Great place and professional service! Hair removal is painless thanks to the one of the best quality laser.
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I loved my chemical peel!! Great job by Dr. Patel and her staff, will be back soon!!
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Book your appointment now and unlock the door to a world of safe and effective beauty treatments.

Iconic Medical Skin & Laser Center – Where beauty meets science, and dreams become reality.

 







  




        

      

    
  


  


    

  

    
     Book Your Free Consultation Now

  Envision Change
see results!





See our Specials 
Showtime!
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